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Ed i t o r ’ s N o t e

Welcome to Post & Lintel: The Spooky Issue!
We are back on campus for most of our classes and are gradually getting out into
the wider world again—including field school at Troy Historic Village, survey work
in Detroit, and class visits to cultural institutions around southeast Michigan. We've
welcomed seven fantastic new students. Still, it hasn't always been easy, and many of
the challenges of the prior year and a half have carried over into this semester. Perhaps
that is why everyone was so eager to talk about spooky stuff. We needed some catharsis.
In the following pages, you will find a mix of lighter and more serious fare. I am
particularly excited about EMU Historic Preservation Program alumna Deborah Deacon
Odette's thoughtful piece on her role as Planned Giving Officer at the Detroit Institute of
Arts. It goes to show that a Historic Preservation degree and a good sense of humor can
take you just about anywhere.
To everyone who contributed to this issue of Post & Lintel: I appreciate you. Your
passion for such a wide range of topics, from Halloween to West Virginia, is inspiring. I
know our readers will enjoy your work as much as I have. Keep your heads up, friends.
Stay tuned for another issue next semester. We'll be delving into food and foodways.
Let your submission ideas simmer over break and get your Jell-O molds ready!
Warmly,
Katie Delahoyde
HP Program Office & Marketing Graduate Assistant
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From the Archives

Source: Genevieve M. Walton papers, 010.GW, Eastern Michigan University Archives.

G

enevive Walton was the first librarian for the Michigan State Normal School and the
co-founder and first female president of the Michigan Library Association. Walton
was responsible for collecting and organizing the books and serials that would help
thousands of students complete their training. Seen here in the stacks of the “college
hall,” it is easy to imagine Ms. Walton creeping up behind someone to catch them
sleeping or carving initials into the table, or to offer them a cup of hot coffee, which she
was known to do.
—ALEXIS BRAUN MARKS
University Archivist
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From the Archives

Source: Mark S.W. Jefferson papers, 010.MJ, Eastern Michigan University Archives.

A

s autumn leaves fall and nights lengthen, preservationists should embrace the spooky
atmosphere by confronting a preservation nightmare from the past. One such
nightmare occurred not far from the campus of EMU, on a piece of land now located at
the bottom of Ford Lake. In the summer of 1914, two workers found the remains of three
Native Americans buried with a number of artifacts. Naturally, these intrepid workers
called for their boss, and the boss, believing himself to be archaeologically inclined, set
to work removing the remains. While engaged in excavation, a kettle, two bracelets, and
one skeleton were destroyed, or “fell to pieces.” Luckily, Professor Mark Jefferson arrived
on the scene to photograph the remains that were not destroyed. Professor Jefferson’s
foresight created a photographic surrogate of resources which have most likely been lost
over time.
—LUIS PENA
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Featured Alum

PLANNED GIVING AT THE DETROIT INSTITUTE OF ARTS
By Deborah Deacon Odette

“P

lanned Giving” means any gift made to the DIA by a
donor through a will, trust, annuity, or other similar instrument. Most (but not all) planned gifts come to the museum after the donor’s passing.
I got into planned giving not by design, but by default. I was
originally hired by the DIA as a grant writer; I had years of
experience teaching legal writing and drafting judicial opinions, and had served as a grant writer at the Arab American
National Museum while finishing the HP program. When the
previous planned giving officer left, the head of Development
learned for the first time that I had a law degree—and I was
offered a change in roles. It worked out brilliantly. Planned giving utilizes both my art history and legal backgrounds.
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TO BE A GOOD PLANNED GIVING OFFICER YOU NEED:

ABOVE. Deborah with Dr. Bradley L. Taylor, retired Associate Director of
the Museum Studies Program at the University of Michigan, and a familiar
face—our own Prof. Nancy Villa Bryk!

•

Empathy. Donors are making decisions

•

Passion for your cause. Donors are happier

•

Patience, flexibility. These decisions

BELOW. The Detroit Institute of Arts. Credit: Katie Delahoyde.
PREVIOUS PAGE. Deborah and one of her favorite donors at the DIA Gala.

People consider making a planned gift to the
DIA for various reasons, all very personal. Many
tell me they have fond memories of being brought
to the museum as young children, and are mindful of the enormous impact this had on their own
lives. Concerned with creating their own legacy,
they want to ensure that same experience remains available to those who come after them. A
planned gift is often the culmination of a lifelong
and devoted relationship between the museum
and the donor.
The DIA invites donors to enter into a conversation about planned giving in a number of
ways—including in-person events, newsletters,
surveys, and our website. Those who respond
are the ones not reluctant to talk with us about
their gift, and by extension their own demise. Our
conversations are framed about what their gift
will accomplish—be it supporting a favorite program, adding to the collection, or increasing the
operating endowment.
More reticent donors may opt to make a gift
but not reveal anything to the museum before
their passing. So, it is not unusual for me to get
phone calls from estate counsel about a gift I did
not know was coming. Obviously, we respect the
donor’s prerogative. But we always wish we’d had
the opportunity to thank and recognize them
during their lifetime.
Post & Lintel | FALL 2021

•

involving their own mortality. This is
not easy. Being “of a certain age” helps.
sharing their plans with someone who
understands why the museum is so
important to them and shares their
belief.

often take years to reach, and estates
can take years to disburse. Plus, donors
are entitled to change their minds and
revoke their gift, often for reasons
beyond your control.

Ongoing gratitude. Stewardship is critical.

After the gift is made, we invite donors
or their families to the DIA to see their
names, or the name of their deceased
loved one, on the donor wall. This can
be a moving experience; some have
burst into tears.

Deborah Odette has been Planned Giving Officer at the Detroit Institute of Arts since 2012. She
completed EMU's Historic Preservation Program in
2009. She has a law degree from Wayne State and
undergraduate and graduate degrees in art history
and museum practice from the University of Michigan. She lives with her husband in Pleasant Ridge
in a 1923 bungalow, currently undergoing extensive
restoration, and has recently become a grandmother.
8

Curation

“IS THAT LINCOLN’S BLOOD ON THAT ROCKER?”
AN INSIDE LOOK AT A GRISLY ARTIFACT
By Nancy E. Villa Bryk

T

he Henry Ford, a large indoor-outdoor history museum complex in Dearborn, Michigan, owns the rocker in
which Abraham Lincoln was sitting when he was assassinated
at Ford’s Theatre on April 14, 1865. The rocker’s appearance
often surprises visitors as the original upholstery is spotted
and shredded. I was the curator of that rocker years ago at The
Henry Ford and addressed, in labels and interviews, the question: “Are the spots on the chair Lincoln’s blood?” (Probably
not.) Here is the convoluted history of the relic and what may
be the soil on the artifact.
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Five days after General Lee’s surrender at Appomattox Courthouse, Mary Todd Lincoln convinced her husband to attend the comedy Our
American Cousin at Ford’s Theatre. They were
accompanied by a young couple, Major Henry
Rathbone and his fiancée, Clara Harris (General and Mrs. Grant declined). One of the theatre
owners brought in a commodious rocker for the
lanky president, placing it in a box overlooking
the stage.
During the play’s last act, John Wilkes Booth
sneaked into the box and shot Lincoln in the back
of the head at close range. Lincoln immediately
slumped forward. As Booth ran through the box,
Major Rathbone tried to apprehend him but was
slashed in the arm. The assassin then jumped
onto the stage and fled; Lincoln was taken across
the street where he died the next day.

Ultimately, the rocker and other items were
seized for an inquiry into the assassination. After
a few years, the rocker was shipped to the Smithsonian Institution, which never exhibited the relic (perhaps too macabre). Instead, the rocker sat
in a museum basement for nearly fifty years. It is
rumored that museum staff sat in it, soiling the
chair and abrading the delicate upholstery.
Ford’s Theatre owners sued to get the rocker
back, sure it was worth a fortune, and received
it back in 1929. Immediately, they sent a note to
Henry Ford, asking if he would purchase it for his
new history museum in Dearborn, Michigan. The
Dearborn staff quickly responded “no,” probably
believing it too morbid. The family then put the
rocker up for auction. One of Ford’s New York
City agents bought it for Ford’s museum complex!
These photos show it unpacked during winter

PREVIOUS PAGE. Abraham Lincoln was sitting in this rocking chair when he was assassinated at Ford's Theatre in 1865. Source: The Henry Ford (29.1451.1).
BELOW. The rocking chair arrived at Greenfield Village in a crate addressed to "Mr. Henry Ford, Dearborn, Mich." on a snowy day in January 1930. Source:
The Henry Ford (64.167.188.P.1608; 64.167.188.P.1614).
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ABOVE. The chair was first displayed in the Logan County Courthouse,
which had been relocated to Greenfield Village in October 1929. The packing materials seen here were likely cotton wool (uncombed cotton) and
excelsior (shredded wood). Source: The Henry Ford (64.167.188.P.1610).
BELOW. Since 2006, the Lincoln Rocker has been a key artifact in an exhibit called "With Liberty and Justice for All" at The Henry Ford. It is now displayed behind glass, under controlled conditions. Credit: Katie Delahoyde.

1929-1930 and installed in the Illinois courthouse
in which Lincoln argued cases as a “circuit riding” attorney, which had been moved to Greenfield Village. There the rocker sat for nearly fifty
years, rather close to a window, with spots darkening and silk deteriorating.
Conservators moved the rocker to Henry Ford
Museum around 1980. Then, about twenty years
ago, we realized it was time to preserve the fragile
upholstery. We contracted with a textile conservator to suggest treatments and then physically
treat the silk upholstery. We all agreed that the
upholstery must remain on the rocker despite its
appearance as it is an integral part of the relic.
Ultimately, the silk was covered, or encapsulated,
with sheer netting that is barely detectable but
ensures no other delicate threads will be lost.
The spots on the chair were also chemically
analyzed, revealing
•

plaster dust (from decades of storage in
government building basements);

•

hair grease in center back (from the theatre owner’s family use and, perhaps,
from Smithsonian staff use); and

•

blood spattered in small amounts on the
rocker (source cannot be determined,
and Lincoln bled little and slumped forward; could it be Rathbone’s as he was
slashed by Booth?).

It’s a fascinating, macabre relic from the assassination that usually elicits emotional responses
from visitors. Hope you’ll see it at The Henry Ford
Museum now that you know the “inside” story.
Nancy E. Villa Bryk is the director of Eastern Michigan University’s Graduate Program in Historic Preservation. She was previously a curator of domestic life
collections at The Henry Ford in Dearborn, Michigan,
for 25 years. There, she curated the “Lincoln Chair”
referenced in this article. Additionally, Nancy has
reinterpreted and refurnished nearly twenty historic
buildings, including Berry Gordy’s Motown Studios
and R. Buckminster Fuller’s 1946 Dymaxion House.
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Research

HALLOWE’EN FOODS
LOOKING AT EARLY AMERICAN TRADITIONS AND
TWENTIETH-CENTURY COOKBOOKS
By Audrey Wicklander

H

allowe’en is one of the very few holidays that we generally do
not associate with a big family dinner or any “real” food, with
the exception of candy, apples, and pumpkins (in all of their amazing forms). In my own life, I usually order a pizza or other restaurant takeout on Hallowe’en night so I can focus on passing out candy (while also eating it, naturally), but this got me thinking… In the
United States, why is there not a “Hallowe’en dinner”? If there was
not a dinner, what kinds of savory foods and sweets did our ancestors make?
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To
preface,
Ha l l o w e ’e n
was
combined
from three cultural
and religious celebrations: the Celtic festival of
Samhain, the Roman festival of
Pomona, and Catholicism’s All Hallows’ Eve and
All Saints’ Day.1 In ancient history, the Samhain
and Pomona festivals (which were combined after the Romans invaded Britain in 43 CE) were
centered around the transition from summer to
fall, superstition around the dying harvests, and
caring for the spirits of the dead as they believed
the boundaries between the physical and spiritual worlds were blurred.2 The holiday gradually
worked its way into Christianity starting around
600 CE during the reign of Pope Gregory I. November 1 was declared All Saints’ Day, which was
a day to pray for dead saints, and gradually October 31 became All Hallows’ Eve, which adopted
very similar traditions to Samhain.3 An important
element to these celebrations, like any holiday or
festival, was food.
All Hallows’ Eve was very scarcely recognized
in the United States before the nineteenth century and was usually combined with a harvest celebration if it was observed at all.4 Very few pilgrim
or Puritan families would celebrate the holiday
because of its root in the Catholic church, but
Post & Lintel | FALL 2021

those that did celebrate would eat, drink, tell stories of ghosts and folklore, and wear costumes.5
The holiday was much more popular in southern
colonies, and they would make large bonfires and
a cow would be killed and cooked for the celebration. It is not known if they ate anything for
All Hallows’ Eve specifically, but for normal fall
harvests they used what was seasonal and available, so items like corn, cabbage, onion, spinach,
barley (and other grains), apples, pumpkin (and
other squash), bread, fish, and the meat they had
freshly slaughtered.6
In the mid- to late nineteenth century, Irish immigrants flocked to the United States during the
Potato Famine and brought their Catholic Hallowe’en traditions with them. Without them, Hallowe’en as we know it today would not exist. For
centuries in Ireland around All Hallows’ Eve, soul
cakes were baked and given out to visitors if they
promised to say a prayer for the baker’s deceased
relatives.7 “Soulers,” who were usually children or
poor people, would go around to houses, beg for
food, and be given a soul cake to “pray for the
souls of the givers and their friends.”8 This tradition was brought over to the U.S. and became
known as trick-or-treating as the practice spread
and combined with other traditions, with most
U.S. cities participating in the event by the 1950s,
though some started as early as the 1920s.9 Soul
cakes are little biscuit cookies traditionally made
with dried fruits, usually currants or raisins, with
a cross stamped across the center. Some of the
very first Irish American Hallowe’en menus consisted of roasted apples and nuts, mashed potatoes, parsnips, chopped onion, and cake.10
Apples and pumpkins were a part of a normal
autumn diet in the United States due to the seasonality of the produce, so naturally fall fruits and
PREVIOUS PAGE. Spiderweb icing decorates a devil’s food cake in a
Crisco advertisement from the April 1950 issue of Woman’s Day.

ABOVE. A dining room is decked out in orange and black for a chic
“business girl’s” Hallowe’en party in the 1925 edition of Dennison’s Bogie
Book, page 10. The Dennison Manufacturing Company produced paper
products, including Hallowe’en decorations, which were advertised
alongside party ideas in the annual Bogie Book.
13

squash became popular for Hallowe’en cuisine. In
the late nineteenth century, apples began to be
used for candied and caramel apples, as well as
bobbing apple games. Common apple products
like cider and pie continued to be primary Hallowe’en menu items. Large pumpkins were used
almost exclusively for carving jack-o’-lanterns (in
addition to turnips) and roasted pumpkin seeds,
but smaller pumpkins were used for pies, cakes,
soups, and bread.
By 1900, Hallowe’en parties were starting to
gain popularity amongst the middle and upper
classes, especially in large cities.11 Like today, early twentieth-century Hallowe’en parties mainly
included different hors d’oeuvres and desserts,
but usually nothing like a full, plated meal unless
they wanted to be extra fancy to their guests. According to the Blue Ribbon Cook Book published in
1901, Hallowe’en parties should include: “Bouillon, de Jolly Boys, Celery, Kindergarten Crackers,
Turtle Sandwiches, Little Pigs in Blankets, Orange Jelly, Olives a la Natural History, Sugar Off,
with maple syrup, Nut Cartoons, lemonade.”12 In
the 1905 book Bright Ideas of Entertaining, the author Mrs. Herbert Linscott states that “browning
nuts, popping corn, roasting apples, and toasting
marshmallows will add a great deal to the pleasure of the evening” and “not only will quaint customs and mythic tricks be in order, but the decorations and refreshments, and even the place of
meeting, must be as strange and mystifying as
possible.”13
In Werner’s Readings and Recitations No. 31, written in 1903, a Hallowe’en supper should include
a pumpkin centerpiece, a grape pudding gelatin mold, chicken salad rolls, muskmelons filled
with sweet cream, a “fortune cake” (a lemon and
almond cake), fried nutmeg cakes, salted nutmeats, caramelized orange peels, apple cider with
lemon, and an early Hallowe’en favorite: popcorn
balls.14 Superstitious fun, such as psychic readings and Ouija boards, were incredibly popular
for Hallowe’en parties, and fortune cakes were a
fitting treat in the early twentieth century.15 According to Hallowe’en Happenings, the recipe for a
Post & Lintel | FALL 2021

ABOVE. A menu for a Hallowe’en party from Werner’s Readings and
Recitations No. 31, 1903, page 44.

fortune cake is:
Have a plain cake baked in a large square
pan. Fold tiny fortunes in waxed paper, and
place at even distances in the cake just before it is put in the oven, so that when cut
each piece will contain a fortune. By sticking a toothpick in where a fortune is hidden it will be easy for the one cutting the
cake to make sure of each piece containing
one. Such fortunes as, “You will be healthy,
wealthy and wise”; “You will have long life
and happiness”; “Your friends will be ever
true”; “Love will surely find you”; “Your talents will surely bring you success” etc. may
be easily thought up.16
In The Book of Games and Parties for All Occasions, a proper Halloween party should include
“(1) tea and crackers; (2) chocolate with a marshmallow floating in it, and cakes; (3) deviled ham
sandwich, or (4) olive and cheese sandwich; (5)
ice cream; (6) a square of cake in which is imbedded a paraffin-wrapped prophecy (fortune
cake).”17 Hallowe’en Salad was a beloved item for
about fifty years: it was either a gelatin mold or a
lettuce/cabbage-based salad, usually with orange
juice or sliced oranges, tomato, celery, lettuce,
walnuts, apples, mayonnaise (sometimes dyed
green), and carrots, but recipes differ from book
to book. In America’s Cook Book, it lists the proper
Hallowe’en Supper as “Hallowe’en Salad, cream
14

Dame Curtsey’s Art of Entertaining for All Occasions,
a “witching hour cake” was a suggested recipe:
For the “clock-faced” cakes buy a few vanilla wafers, coat with vanilla frothing, and let
them dry. With melted chocolate and a new
small paint brush you make the numerals on
the clock, the hands in the center pointing to
midnight, “the witching hour.”21

ABOVE. A cabbage-based Hallowe’en salad from The Good Housekeeping
Host, 1904.

cheese sandwiches, Nuts, Apples, Taffwy, Orange-filled Cup Cakes, Sweet Cider, Goblin-faced
Meat Pies (faced slashed in crust), Julienne Carrots, Orange Ice in Orange Cups, Chocolate
Cookies, Ginger Ale.”18
Various sandwiches were in every Hallowe’en
lunch or supper menu I came across and could
include an assortment of dill pickle sandwiches, chestnut sandwiches, hot ham sandwiches, spiced ginger sandwiches, salmon or lobster
sandwiches, cucumber sandwiches, sapsago
cheese sandwiches, tomato sandwiches, and egg
sandwiches. Witch’s soup pops up quite a bit in
these cookbooks, which is a black bean-based
soup. Sandwiches, soup, salad, and appetizers
were by far the most popular items for a savory
Hallowe’en dinner so party guests can save room
for the most important course: dessert.
In every cookbook I read, the sweet Hallowe’en recipes vastly outnumbered any savory
Hallowe’en food. The list is almost never-ending
and includes sweets and small treats like the ever-popular popcorn balls along with tarts, taffy,
cupcakes, nut and fruit mix, cookies, chocolates,
candies, pies, cakes, doughnuts, and wafers.
Witch’s cakes were a popular homemade item,
which is a sweet loaf that consists of cinnamon,
nutmeg, pumpkin, walnuts, and raisins.19 Devil’s
food cake, which was first published in the 1902
book Mrs. Rorer’s New Cook Book, is a “sinfully delicious” chocolate cake that was prominent during
Hallowe’en parties in the twentieth century.20 In
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There are also Hallowe’en cocktail and punch
recipes, such as a Witch’s Brew Cocktail from
1914, which was a glass filled with iced brandy
and another alcohol of the drinker’s choosing,
with the juice from an orange around the rim
which was then lit on fire.22 Overall, presentation
was the most important element of cooking for
a Hallowe’en party. Anything that could be added to make a food item look spooky should be
added, such as black or orange coloring or extra
garnishes with a jack-o’-lantern face, spider, or
skull design. Although food trends and availability have changed since the mid-twentieth century,
we have largely stuck to the same menu of sandwiches, soups, salads, and sweets into the present
day.
After taking a look at what early Irish immigrants prepared for All Hallows’ Eve and Hallowe’en menus in twentieth-century cookbooks,
it is easy to tell why we serve what we do during
Halloween today: light savory foods to start, but
an extra emphasis on the sweets. In the United
States, a large, formal dinner was never a part
of Hallowe’en, because it has been a community-centered party holiday since its modern resurgence in the nineteenth century, but what do you
think? Should we implement a formal dinner?
Or are you happy with appetizers and dessert?
Either way, be sure to make a Jell-O Hallowe’en
Salad for your next spooky party!
Audrey Wicklander is a second-year graduate student in Historic Preservation at Eastern Michigan
University with a concentration in Heritage Interpretation and Museum Practice. She is currently the
Assistant Director of the Wyandotte Museums. Her
final project is curating a new exhibit for the kitchen,
back and butler’s pantries, and servant’s living spaces of the Ford-MacNichol Home. Her interests include Michigan history, life in the Victorian era, and
women’s history. She also really loves Hallowe’en.
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SAVING WEST VIRGINIA CEMETERIES
By Abigail M. Ayers

T

o reference material culturist James Deetz’s influential historical anthropology book, there is much value “in small
things forgotten.” Cemeteries may be fairly large things, but
they too are often forgotten when people talk about history
and culture. West Virginia is dotted with historic cemeteries,
many of which are not cataloged, have been damaged by erosion and vandals, and risk being lost altogether.
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For any resource to be useful, it must be maintained, studied, and its information made available to everyone. Preserving, cataloging, transcribing, mapping, and analyzing cemeteries
reveals the names and lives of the interred. Without preservation efforts, West Virginia’s gravestones will vanish beneath moss and lichens and
the stories of the dead will be lost to future generations. The state’s dispersed, largely rural population and strained economic situation present
special challenges for cemetery conservation, but
college and university programs offer at least a
partial solution.

SIGNIFICANCE OF CEMETERIES
The land between the Appalachian Mountains and the Ohio River, today known as West
Virginia, was one of the first frontiers for European settlers. There they blended their traditional death practices with new ones, which can
be seen through the landscape and through the
gravestones themselves. Many historic West
Virginia cemeteries began as makeshift burial
grounds that were in convenient locations for the
settlers, often on hilltops or on donated land.1 In

these situations, it is common for the cemetery to
predate the adjoining church. As settlements became more populated, central places of worship
were erected near these small burial grounds to
follow traditional norms.2 Cemeteries are also an
example of how different cultures interacted with
and viewed the geography of their regions. Lynette Strangstad, in her cemetery how-to guide
A Graveyard Preservation Primer, outlines this relationship: “Overall landscape design, whether
formal or informal, expresses the culture of the
period, offers examples of landscape design over
the course of a country’s history, and illustrates
much of what was valued in landscapes at the
time of construction.”3
Cemeteries are palimpsests of a community, and the gravestones within them are a document that may be read, giving information on an
area’s history, values, and economy.4 The names
and languages used on gravestones indicate settlement patterns; for instance, Shepherdstown,
West Virginia, was settled primarily by Germans,
which is apparent through the names of those
interred and the fact that many older stones
are written in German. Over time, the styles of
iconography and inscriptions change, revealing
what was important to the living in context of
the dead. Relative cost and availability of materials can highlight local industries and social
structures; for example, limestone, which could
be quarried nearby in West Virginia, would have
been affordable for the average person, but an
expensive material like marble would have been
reserved for the wealthy. These changes are all
present at the same time within a historic cemetery making them a bank of knowledge about a
community or region.
PREVIOUS PAGE. Students from Shepherd University level the footer of

a headstone in Shepherdstown’s historic New Street Cemetery prior to
resetting it. Having a level base is crucial to the stability and longevity of
a stone. Credit: Abigail Ayers.

LEFT. A new iron fence was forged by a local blacksmith group and

erected around this New Street Cemetery plot to replace one that had
been there historically. Credit: Abigail Ayers.
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BARRIERS TO CONSERVATION IN WEST VIRGINIA
West Virginia’s cemeteries are valuable cultural
resources with much to offer. However, often due
to low funding, lack of education and understanding, and poor volunteer turnouts, widespread
preservation efforts have had difficulty making
significant progress. West Virginia is a mostly
rural state with larger populations surrounding
the capital of Charleston, Huntington, Martinsburg, and Morgantown.5 Most counties, according to the 2010 Census, have populations under
30,000 with only eleven counties over 50,000.6
West Virginia is also home to Monongahela National Forest, which encompasses 919,000 acres
of the southeast portion of the state.7 This low,
dispersed population, combined with the tradition of small family or local cemeteries, leads
to many inactive, remote cemeteries being at a
higher risk of disappearing. West Virginia also
has a lower income population, ranking fiftieth
out of fifty-two (including Washington, D.C., and
Puerto Rico) in terms of both per capita income
and median household income in 2019.8 This lack
of both individual and municipal wealth does not
leave much expendable income for non-necessity
projects, such as historic preservation or recreational events. Cemetery conservation is not high
on the list of community efforts when some people have to go without internet. Therefore, these
unique and valuable cultural resources are being
lost or remain unknown.

CASE STUDY
Colleges and universities can be a vehicle for a
cemetery preservation project. Students are able
to carry out work and intensive research, all for
class credit rather than a paycheck. Between 2003
and 2005, a partnership between Shippensburg
University’s Applied History Program and the
local Shippensburg, Pennsylvania, community
led to the full restoration and recording of a historic African American cemetery that had fallen
into disrepair. The classes were able to work with
the descendants of people interred in the cemPost & Lintel | FALL 2021

ABOVE. Iron rods were used to stabilize the stone, but moisture caused
the rods to rust and expand, staining the footer and cracking the stone.
Credit: Abigail Ayers.

etery, thus giving more context and meaning to
the project. Students and interested citizens also
able to partnered with a recognized local 501(c)(3)
non-profit organization to apply for grants that
were pivotal to the success of the project. By the
end, the students were dedicated to this cemetery and the cultural heritage and community
surrounding it.9
In Shepherdstown, Jefferson County, West Virginia, there are at least five small cemeteries that
date to and before the founding of the town in
1762.10 I have been involved with preservation efforts in two of these historic cemeteries: the New
Street Cemetery, which is the resting place of relatives of town founder Thomas Shepherd, and the
Old Lutheran Cemetery on the site of the town’s
first Lutheran church. These burial sites overlap
in ranges of time, but more elaborate stones can
be found in New Street, which is in the wealthier center of town, versus the Lutheran Cemetery,
which is in a historically poorer section. These
historic cultural nuances occur in many towns
and cities across the state, from Shepherdstown
to Wheeling, and are a key detail in the development of West Virginia culture.
20

ABOVE. In 2016, Dr. Dan Bonenberger led his American Cultural Landscapes class to Wheeling, West Virginia. Here EMU students clean gravestones in
Mt. Wood Cemetery. Credit: Dan Bonenberger.

This work, partially modeled after the Shippensburg case, was organized by Shepherd University professor Dr. Keith Alexander and carried
out by students in his Fall 2018 Historic Preservation Technology and Spring 2019 Historic Preservation and Interpretation classes. Dr. Alexander
wrote and received the Eastern West Virginia
Community Foundation’s Helen Parker Willard
Jefferson County Historic Cemetery Grant for
$1800, which supplied us with all the necessary
tools, including a tripod capable of lifting up to
one ton to reset fallen stones. Students learned
transcription skills, proper handling of historic
artifacts in the field, and how to document the
process from start to finish. We were tasked with
cleaning, resetting, and transcribing the stones,
as well as creating a map of each burial location.
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Being able to perform this hands-on work under
the guidance of our professor gave each student
experience to carry with us into our careers while
also benefitting the community at large as we improved two cherished heritage resources.
Cemetery preservation has gained speed in
West Virginia in the past ten years, but unfortunately there are not enough college and university programs in the state for this endeavor to
rest solely on the shoulders of history students.
Grassroots organizations can help fill in the
gaps where history programs fall short and highlight the cultural value of cemeteries, but volunteer-based projects are not without their own
challenges. Coordinating even a small cemetery
conservation project is a time-consuming task,
including fundraising, scheduling training ses21

sions and workdays, working with private or municipal cemetery owners, organizing materials
and equipment, and managing volunteers. This
would ideally be a paid role, but, in a situation
like West Virginia’s, that payment is unlikely, so
a dedicated individual or small group would have
to volunteer their time instead. For everyone’s
safety and for the protection of the gravestones,
it is essential that a training session with a professional occurs before anyone touches a stone.
This most definitely requires payment, which
could be from the municipality, grants, or private
donations.11 Having a project organizer and an
adequate number of volunteers is not enough to
initiate a full conservation project. Finding and
raising funds for a professional technician is the
pivotal issue with getting small projects off the
ground. Establishing a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization allows the group to apply for more state
and federal grants, have larger outreach, and be
more credible throughout the community.

ABOVE. EMU Historic Preservation students in Mt. Wood Cemetery,
Wheeling, West Virginia, 2016. Credit: Dan Bonenberger.

CONCLUSION
Because of West Virginia’s geographic and
economic circumstances, cemetery conservation
is especially challenging and rarely prioritized.
Therefore, small community cemeteries, which
are invaluable cultural heritage resources, are
often damaged by vandals and the environment,
and eventually they may be forgotten altogether. A college-community partnership is one viable model for preserving West Virginia cemeteries that does not rely on government funding.
Through their work at the New Street Cemetery
and the Old Lutheran Cemetery in Shepherdstown,
West Virginia, Shepherd University students
gained hands-on experience and a deeper appreciation for local heritage while preserving a priceless piece of history. In areas without a college,
the community must band together and establish organizations that are eligible for grants and
other funding. Such partnerships and grassroots
efforts are the state’s best hope for conserving
cemeteries and sharing the stories they contain.
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Abigail is in her second year at EMU. She has a
Bachelor’s in History from Shepherd University. She
is passionate about revitalizing her home state of
West Virginia. Her favorite Michigan exports are
wine and Greta Van Fleet.
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THE CONTROVERSY OF BODY WORLDS
By Becca Murphy and Audrey Wicklander

D

eath has fascinated humans since the beginning of time; what
happens to bodies after death is even more fascinating. We are
made of organic materials, so naturally we will fade away into the
earth one way or another, but a German scientist, Dr. Gunther von
Hagens, has stopped the decomposition process for the “lucky”
few who can be a part of his Body Worlds exhibition. Plastination is
the process of taking out the natural fluids in a human corpse and
replacing them with polymer resin, allowing the body to be posed
in a life-like position.
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Dr. von Hagens received his doctorate in Anesthetics and Emergency Medicine in 1975 and invented plastination by accident two years later.1
Once the technology improved, the first full human plastinate was completed in 1993. The same
year, von Hagens founded the Institution for
Plastination in Heidelberg, Germany. At first, von
Hagens only showed the plastinates to university
students, but then he and his wife, Dr. Angelina
Whalley, wondered if what they were presenting
could be popular to the general public. This led to
the first public exhibition of Body Worlds in Japan
in 1995.2 According to the Body Worlds website,
over fifty million people have seen the exhibit
since its inception.3 The mission of Body Worlds
is to “strengthen for one’s sense of health, show
the potential and limits of the body, and raise
the question of the meaning of life.”4 The exhibit

claims to achieve that mission by putting on display smoke-filled lungs, diseased organs, aged
corpses playing poker, fetuses at different stages, and bodies that have been slivered into thin
slices. Many experts in the religious, medical, and
museum fields consider these methods extreme
or even unethical. This paper examines the question: are the ethical violations worth the potential
educational value?
Religious leaders and ethics experts have expressed mixed feelings on Body Worlds.5 Protesting the exhibit’s opening in Israel, Chief Rabbi
She’ar-Yashuv Cohen said to The Jerusalem Post,
“Even if the bodies aren’t Jewish, there’s kavod
adam [human dignity] which we are obliged to
follow. We can’t discriminate because they’re not
Jewish—it’s against the spirit of Judaism.”6 An
Islamic leader in Denver, Shiite Imam Ibrahim

PREVIOUS PAGE. A plastinate man is posed astride a plastinate horse. Source: BodyWorlds.com.
BELOW. A visitor to the Body Worlds exhibit in Houston, Texas, looks at sliced sections of a human body. Source: BodyWorlds.com.
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Kazerooni, said in response to the exhibit being
shown in a Colorado museum, “Presenting bodies
in a museum or in a particular pose for people to
learn… one could do it with, say, fake plastic bodies.”7 Not every religious leader or group agrees
that Body Worlds is unethical. Some feel that the
educational value is apparent and it is worth it to
allow the public to see the display. Such was the
case at the Museum of Science in Boston, where
religious leaders on its ethics board agreed that
Body Worlds would be beneficial despite its polarizing nature. Their only stipulation was that there
needed to be proof that the bodies were donated
properly, which introduces another controversy.
Von Hagens has repeatedly assured museums
that he obtains all of the bodies legally, either
from donors who consent to their body being
taken after natural death or from medical schools
that donate unclaimed bodies. However, this has
not always been the case. In 2001, customs officers seized fifty-six whole bodies and hundreds
of body parts sent to the Institute of Plastination from Novosibirsk, Siberia.8 The bodies were
traced back to a Russian medical examiner who
had sold von Hagens the bodies of homeless people, executed prisoners, and hospital patients.
Pathologist Vladimir Novosyolov was criminally
charged for the events, and the contract between
the two ended when the scheme was discovered.9
In 2004, von Hagens was forced to return seven cadavers to China, at least two of which were
found to have bullet holes in their skulls.10 Unclaimed bodies from three Chinese prison camps
near von Hagens’s satellite institution in Dalian,
China, were given to medical schools, which allegedly sold the bodies to von Hagens in turn.
A philosophy professor, Hans-Martin Sass, was
hired by the California Science Center to examine
Body Worlds for ethical violations before the United States debut in 2004.11 Sass was able to match
up more than two hundred donation forms with
death certificates. However, due to von Hagens’s
policy of anonymity, the paperwork could not be
matched up to certain bodies, essentially making
them anonymous plastic statues with no paper
Post & Lintel | FALL 2021

ABOVE. A pregnant plastinate. Source: The Telegraph (UK).

trail. Although it is probable that the vast majority of bodies are donated to him in ethical ways,
if even a handful were gathered by deceptive or
illegal methods, it would be in museums’ best interest not to host the exhibit.
Multiple imitations of Body Worlds using von
Hagens’s plastination process have developed
in the United States, United Kingdom, Republic
of China, Japan, South Korea, and Spain. These
exhibits have inspired discourse and created
controversy themselves. For example, the exhibit BODIES… The Exhibition operated by the company Premier Exhibitions has been criticized for
exclusively using unclaimed Chinese bodies, possibly of executed political prisoners.12
The display of human remains—and controversy surrounding it—is not isolated to Body
Worlds and its imitators. Museums all around the
world possess and display mummified humans,
skeletons, and Indigenous remains that have not
been repatriated. These exhibits can be educational but, perhaps more importantly, provide
shock value that draws in publicity and profit.
The Mütter Museum in Philadelphia, the Buffalo
Museum of Science, and the Indiana Medical History Museum are all traditional institutions that
utilize human collections, which raises questions
about museum ethics in the United States and
abroad.13 In 2013, a lecture series, It’s Alive! Rediscovering Institutions of Living Collections, took place
at the University of Michigan. Dr. Robert Jütte, di27

TOP. The Mütter Museum’s Hyrtl Skull Collection aimed to dispel myths

connecting intellingence, personality, race, and cranial features. The museum launched a “Save Our Skulls” sponsorship campaign in 2012 to fund
the conservation of the collection. Source: The Philadelphia Inquirer.

BOTTOM. The “Soap Lady,” a woman whose soft tissue turned to

adipocere after death, was exhumed in 1875 and acquired by the Mütter
Museum. According to blogger Jess Beck, in 2013 visitors could buy a bar
of “Soap Lady” soap from the museum shop. Source: The Mütter Museum.

International Council of Museums’ (ICOM) code
of ethics states:

Collections of human remains should be
acquired only if they can be housed securely and cared for respectfully. This must be
accomplished in a manner consistent with
professional standards and interests and beliefs of members of the community, ethnic,
or religious groups from which the objects
originated.15

rector of the Institute for the History of Medicine
in Stuttgart, and Dr. Robert Hicks, director of the
Mütter Museum, discussed the topic of human
remains in museum collections. Both directors
expressed disapproval for Gunther von Hagens’s
Body Worlds exhibit despite their own organizations’ issues of unethical acquisition and consent.
This reveals a double standard when collecting
and displaying human remains.
The Body Worlds controversy and other human
collections have caused museums, legislative
bodies, and judiciary bodies to be increasingly
mindful about the ethics of dealing with human
remains. The decision to obtain human collections is determined by the museum’s collections
management policy. The American Alliance of
Museums’ (AAM) code of ethics recognizes human collections and states that “the unique and
special nature of human remains, and funerary
and sacred objects is recognized as the basis of
all decisions concerning such collections.”14 The
Post & Lintel | FALL 2021

AAM and ICOM have developed the ethical
standards for human collections; however, these
organizations cannot enforce them. It is a museum’s decision to act ethically and to determine its
collections policies.
Museums must also operate in accordance
with federal, state, and local laws. Legislation has
been proposed and passed in multiple countries
to prohibit the commercial display of human remains, ensure consent in human donations, and
include plastinates in the definition of a dead
body. Even in von Hagens’s home country of Germany there have been legislative battles since
the first Body Worlds exhibit. The German government banned the exhibit in 2014, as there is
a law that states that any dead person must be
buried.16 In 2015, the court ruled that von Hagens
would have to receive a special permit for any
exhibit with plastinates. The German city of Cologne banned the section of the exhibit featuring
plastinates having sexual intercourse.17 Hawaii’s
state legislature banned the commercial display
of dead bodies, including plastinates, in 2009;
one exception to this ban is accredited nonprofit museums.18 Seattle city council voted in 2010
28

to require proof of consent from the deceased or
their families for commercial body exhibits; violators would be fined $250 per day of exhibition.19
San Francisco also passed laws that state if body
exhibitions do not have the proper paperwork for
each body, they can be fined up to $10,000 per
body.20 The New York State Senate passed a bill
in 2008 requiring museums displaying human
remains to obtain a permit citing where the remains were acquired.21
Dr. von Hagens advocates for plastination’s
importance despite the controversies. An independent survey created by Professor Ernst-Dieter Lantermann was conducted in multiple cities around the globe. The survey—the results of
which appear to be available only on the Body
Worlds website—allegedly found that Body Worlds
influenced an increased appreciation for the human body.22 According to the exhibit’s “Philosophy” page,
•

68 percent of visitors left with incentives
for a healthier lifestyle and were determined to pay more attention to their
physical health;

•

87 percent claimed that they knew more
about human anatomy after their visit;

•

79 percent claimed to feel a deeper respect for the human body; and

•

47 percent claimed to appreciate their
body more.

Body Worlds purports to use the description of
organs to connect the audience to larger human
themes of consciousness, synchrony, and the circle of life.23
The Body Worlds exhibit displays human anatomy for educational and preventative health purposes. However, the exhibit abandons the “who”
of who they are displaying, stripping away their
human significance for humiliating poses and sexualization.24 This in turn detaches the audience
from the bodies’ humanity. The questionable acquisition and display of human bodies show the blatant commodification of human remains for profit.
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ABOVE. Healthy lungs are displayed side-by-side with a smoker’s lungs
in a Body Worlds exhibit. Source: Body Worlds Facebook page, posted
March 1, 2014.

The controversy surrounding Body Worlds and
its imitators should be a cautionary tale for museums—a call to critically evaluate the ethics
underpinning the acquisition, treatment, and display of their own human collections.
Becca Murphy is from Pinckney, Michigan. After graduating with a BA in History from EMU in
2020, Becca joined the EMU Historic Preservation
Master's Program and is now in her second year.
She is currently the archival intern at the Ypsilanti Historical Society and is enjoying archival work!
Becca is interested in an archival or registrar position once she graduates.
Audrey Wicklander is a second-year graduate student in Historic Preservation at Eastern Michigan
University with a concentration in Heritage Interpretation and Museum Practice. She is currently the
Assistant Director of the Wyandotte Museums. Her
final project is curating a new exhibit for the kitchen, back and butler’s pantries, and servant’s living
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SELLING DEATH
COOL OR QUESTIONABLE?
By Jamie Sisty

A

s Halloween approaches, so do the advertisements for haunted houses, paranormal tours, and lantern-lit graveyard walks.
People want to be scared, but only in an exciting way, removed from
any real danger or immorality. The use of abandoned buildings for
pop-up, theatrical tours has become acceptable, and people flock
to dole out money for high-priced, ten-minute experiences. Even
non-frightening historic places are used on a regular basis to push
the boundaries of ethics, picking and choosing the theme that they
believe will sell the most tickets. Some sites only add a touch of
chill to their tours, but it’s enough to draw a crowd, such as in the
case of the old Traverse City State Hospital in northern Michigan.
In other cases, such as the Eloise Asylum in Westland, Michigan,
pain and suffering is used as a headline that diminishes the due
respect for a mass loss of life.
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Turning death into a commodity raises ethical and moral concerns about the way modern
society values experience and excitement over
respect and memory. Sites such as the Village
Commons in Traverse City and the Eloise Asylum mold tragedy to sell tickets, provoking some
to question whether it is ethical or acceptable to
utilize such places for this type of entertainment,
especially when any paranormal suggestions are
likely drawn from ideas in popular media of what
classifies a site as “spooky.”
The exploitation of death and tragic history
through dark, grief, or thanatourism has been receiving an increased amount of media attention.1
Dark tourism and thanatourism involve experiences that allow a person to encounter death,
either through personification or representation,
in a way that is exciting, removed, and sometimes
comical.2 Dark tourism has become an increasingly popular branch of experiences and marketing, regardless of the significance or possible repercussions of the people, places, and ideas that
are being commodified. Examples of these sites
include places where death or mass death has occurred, such as natural or human-caused disaster
and atrocity areas.3 Large-scale examples include
Auschwitz, Pompeii, and Hiroshima, while smaller-scale sites include places like Eloise Asylum in
Michigan.

Society has historically been preoccupied with
life and neglected the comprehension of what
comes after, creating an interest in the unknown.
This type of tourism nudges the taboo of death,
allowing a person to engage physically in some
fashion, then mentally and emotionally remove
themselves from the taboo, becoming a curious
observer with a clinical gaze.4 What was once collectively ignored by the public has, in more modern times, become challenged and monetized,
breaking the silence of the taboo. Obviously,
there is a scale of dark tourism, where some sites
create fantastical tours to commodify death with
paranormal experiences, while others attempt to
educate and convey the seriousness of the events
through memorialization and facts.5
To place it on a scale, The Village at Grand Traverse Commons, which was initially constructed
and known as the Northern Michigan Asylum
and Traverse City State Hospital, falls closer to
the more realistic and educational side of the
spectrum, with a sprinkling of suspicious activity.
Today, the building is utilized for elderly resident
condominiums, the occasional Airbnb, a thriving
marketplace, and historic tours. The tours are an
average of two hours long, ranging from historical
daytime building and grounds tours, to twilight or
after-dark tours that dive into the supposed eerie
side of the campus. By the light of flashlights and

PREVIOUS PAGE. Tunnels of Traverse City State Hospital, Traverse City, Michigan. Credit: Jamie Sisty.
BELOW. Shops inside the Village at Grand Traverse Commons. Credit: Katie Delahoyde.
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lanterns, the evening tours roam the dark corridors, attics, grounds, and underground tunnels.
These tours seek to provide a creepy or paranormal experience with illusions of an ill-mannered
past and current ghostly remnants.
When the Traverse City State Hospital first
opened in 1885, it promoted an alternative view
on patient care, with treatments consisting of
fresh air, light, and personal purpose. The campus was a self-sustaining compound with its own
farm, animals, and housing, operated by a host
of live-in staff and by the patients themselves.
Three-hundred acres remain of what was once a
nearly one-thousand acre property of preserved
lawns, fountains, paths and gardens. No fences
surround or historically surrounded the property, contributing to another form of treatment
that shied away from confinement and isolation.6 The patients did not need to be locked in,
as they didn’t want to leave, simply because they
were given real purpose and attention that society had neglected to expend energy on in a time
when mental illness and nonconformity was seen
as reprehensible. The hospital was the first in the
state of Michigan to receive accreditation from
the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Hospitals in 1960.7
The eventual disrepair due to lack of funding,
allegations from the State and some community
members against “slave labor” of the patients,
and general practice changes in the field of mental health resulted in the closure of the facility in
1989. Renovations took place after a community
vote opted to save and repurpose the structure,
and the building is now functioning as living
spaces and shops, marketed to the general tourist
population, and is a historical staple in the Traverse City community. This is a far cry from the
typically perpetuated idea of an “insane” asylum
with lingering tortured souls trapped in the spaces where they wasted away due to improper care
and unethical treatments. These types of places,
if even still standing, tend to lie abandoned and
dilapidated, frequently trespassed by ghost-hunting thrill seekers, homeless people looking for
shelter, and the occasional raccoon.
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ABOVE. Traverse City State Hospital exterior. Credit: Jamie Sisty.

An example of one of these places, and on the
opposite side of the spectrum of Traverse City,
the previously abandoned Eloise Asylum in Westland, Michigan has had Building D renovated and
turned into a haunted house attraction at forty
dollars per ticket. Building D, also known as the
Kay Beard Building, is one of the few structures
left of the original seventy-building campus after the asylum closed in 1984. Eloise began as a
poorhouse in 1839, before becoming one of the
country’s largest public healthcare facilities, with
the first “inmate” of the asylum admitted in 1841.
The hospital began closing for psychiatric care in
1978, when the State of Michigan took over, and
fully closed in 1984.8 Eloise specialized in various
experimental forms of care, such as electroshock,
insulin shock, and hydrotherapy. Television, recreation, and occupational therapy were also used,
and the hospital was one of the pioneers in music
therapy.9
35

ABOVE LEFT. A historic photograph of the Eloise Asylum’s main building. Source: Ken Haddad, “Eloise Psychiatric Hospital: How it Became Local Legend,” ClickOnDetroit, October 9, 2019.
ABOVE RIGHT. Horror stories from the Eloise Asylum are used for scares and ticket revenue at the Halloween attraction. Source: EloiseAsylum.com, 2021.

Eloise was only similar to the Traverse City
State Hospital in that it became a small, self-sustaining community with its own farm, post office, police and fire departments, underground
tunnels, and, at one point, its own ZIP code.10 It
was the first hospital with a kidney dialysis unit
in the state of Michigan, and provided other regular medical services, such as x-rays.11 At the peak
of the Great Depression, the hospital housed
over ten thousand patients. Today, the cemetery
hosts over seven thousand marked but unnamed
graves.12 Eloise Asylum housed “genuine horror
stories...and real pain stalked its hallways.”13 Portions of the land where now-demolished buildings once stood have been sold for strip malls, a
golf course, and for Ford Motor Company parking
lots. The remaining few buildings are either vacant, used for administrative purposes, or, more
recently, for entertainment. The Eloise haunted
attraction opened at the beginning of October
and runs through October 31st, with various ticket packages ranging from $40 to $65, as well as
offering paranormal tours.14
Death and suffering have become a niche market in tourism, full of coffee mugs, T-shirts, ticket
stubs, and footpaths, all with fantastical experiences for the average tourist, just as they have
become increasingly consumed through popular
culture and media.15 This raises questions about
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the ethical consumption of these historic places.
How far is the truth stretched to sell a ticket? The
use of rumors surrounding the Eloise Asylum to
perpetuate a reality has resulted in the complete
adaptation of the complex into a miniature theme
park. The Traverse City State Hospital was not
a place of unnatural death, but is continuing to
use the excitement of possibility to enhance tours
under cover of darkness. The facility utilized underground tunnels for staff to quickly move about
and to transport patients and materials between
buildings, but now, somehow, they house paranormal entities? Paranormal experiences are consistently reported from the Eloise Asylum, which
has led to the grasping of a horror approach there,
as opposed to a more educational approach at
The Village in Traverse City.
An argument arises as this is not simply a
black-and-white decision, but something of a
gray area. The acceptability of using these spaces
depends on personal ethics, culture, upbringing,
past experiences, and many other factors. Some
people genuinely visit these sites for historic and
educational purposes, while some just seek the
thrill of the paranormal. The controversy comes
from the subject matter.16 People seem to vary in
their opinion of which sites are acceptable to trivialize based on a personal measure of the value of
deaths. Other key arguments include the exploita36

tion of human suffering for profit, the spread of
misinformation when the truth is stretched to
fill a tour, people visiting for educational versus
entertainment purposes, levels of inappropriate
conduct and desecration partaken in a site where
respect is due (including taking selfies for social
media), supporting the wrong people, and marketing for profit when death occurred, realistically, not that long ago.17
To have the death and suffering of a place such
as Eloise Asylum mocked by the installation of a
haunted house for a holiday seems disrespectful.18
To use the pain experienced by others who are no
longer around to voice their opinions to make a
profit seems distasteful. Alice Cooper was invited
to the grand opening of the Eloise haunted attraction early in October after having a street named
after him on the asylum’s campus. He joked that
he enjoyed the streets of Detroit being named after rock stars.19 Though less extreme, The Village
at Grand Traverse uses the past lives of mentally
ill patients to sell more tickets for tours. The people placed in these hospitals, often against their
will, ranged from people with serious mental illness, the poor, and sometimes even just women
who didn’t follow societal norms. To make fun
of these lives, spent and wasted inside a hospital for being unwanted, raises questions about
the way our society places blame and value, and
feels comfortable sweeping people under the
rug when they are not idealized, media-modeled
citizens. Instead of treating others with respect,
and treating others the way we want to be treated, consideration and courtesy is thrown out the
window, and it is assumed there will be no consequences. Nolan Finley, a journalist for the Detroit
News claims that “the objection to the haunted
house isn’t a matter of political correctness or
cancel-culture. It’s about recognizing that some
things are too terrible and tragic to trivialize.”20
History is meant to educate people, and, though
it may be entertaining to learn, what benefit can
realistically come out of a profitable promotion of
death?
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